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                                                           “A basket makes a player happy, assistance to two”

                                                                                                                      Anonymous
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1. INTRODUCTION  

I am very fond of basketball as a player (I play in the Basketball Club Vilassar de 

Mar) and as a spectator. In addition, two years ago I collaborated with the Club as 

assistant coach of teams younger than mine, I have also acted as assistant in the School 

of Basketball, which is organized in the summer by City of Vilassar de Mar. In the 

summer of 2010 I passed the course "Introduction to Basketball" organized by the 

Catalan Federation of Basketball ((FCBQ) and this title has allowed me to work as a 

team coach in the mini class this season (2010-2011). 

Anyway, basketball is very important in my life, I discovered it and mathematical 

aspects physical (statistics, strength ...) and, above all, the value of personal growth and 

the importance of solidarity and teamwork. However, as I am also very interested in the 

court of training and game planning, I was always struck by the way the trainer "guide 

the team during the 'downtime' periods of time one minute you can "ask a trainer to 

interrupt the development of a test, a match or a tournament, with the aim of giving 

instructions to the athletes." 1. 

The coaches and basketball coaches, who generally are in a stressful situation, 

have to shout to their players, in the noise of the basketball court, which, very often is 

expressed in different languages. The only support that these coaches have is a 

blackboard to draw plays, and the situation described above does not usually permit the 

design of plays and strategies in a clear and sharp way, but they draw doodles (often 

incomprehensible). 

As I have observed, then the players often do not understand the instructions of 

the coach during timeouts, communication is thwarted and so it is necessary to find a 

tool that facilitates it. 

At this point, I thought the use of new technologies, in which I am also very 

interested, could provide solutions to this problem of communication in the court of 

basketball (and sports in general). Indeed, and aside from the difficulties I have noted 

above, we must also think that some basketball players need more accessibility in 

technical explanations, as there are some who have difficulties distinguishing colors 

(color blindness or low vision) or some are hard of hearing (in fact, some professional 

1 http://www.termcat.cat/ca/Diccionaris_En_Linia/114/Fitxes/catal%C3%A0/T/290/ 
<December  2010>
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players are deaf). 

In addition, the digitization project of a board for basketball aims to facilitate 

communication between coaches and players as in the midst of circumstances that, in 

fact, hinder the understanding, under stress, environmental noise, disparity of languages, 

for the hearing impaired, etc. -2.

This resumé is complemented by a website 

(http://www.sacosta.org/adria/web) where you can find 

information, videos, pictures and the same application 

for the digitization of the board of basketball. 

2 Annexes 3 and 4 (Section 5) further explored the diversity of backgrounds of the ACB 
league players in the 2010-2011 season and the level of noise that can be reached in the 
basketball halls.  
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 INFORMATION SEARCH 

 To work in this project, I consulted a number of books, notes and documentation 

about basketball (mainly I had to use the coaching course held last July) and web sites 

(web sites, blogs, social networks .. .), the most consulted documents and links are given 

in the bibliography or in the website ( http://www.sacosta.org/adria/web ). 

2.2 KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT AND SOFTWARE 

 To carry out the work practice, I had to know the different types of digital tactile 

surfaces that could be accessed, as well as existing software related to the topic wanted to 

discuss. All software similar to what I wanted to do were in iTunes and had to pay (and, of 

course, they only worked for Mac devices). I did not find any similar to what I intended to 

design with free software.

           Access to tactile surfaces has been a bit tricky, as not yet very common, so many 

people helped me to start my project. 

2.3 INTERVIEWS  

The annexes of this report are interviews that have been made throughout the work, 

in particular to three technicians and professional basketball coaches some of the club 

where I play (Vilassar de Mar Basketball Club). This is a part that I value very much as I've 

talked to people of "prestige." It was very emotional to speak to one of the best coaches of 

the century in Spain, Aito Garcia Reneses. Thanks to his advice, I could improve my 

application (which had already surprised him pleasantly)  

10
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2.4 SOFTWARE USED 

To carry out this work, I used a lot of programs:

11
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Open Office,  used for all writings and 

graphics. 

Exelearning, with which I made the website.

Flash, with which I built the application. Captivate,  with which I have screenshots in 

motion on the computer. 

XnView,  I  made  the  screen  shots  without 

movement on the computer and I cut them.

Inkscape,  with  which I  made the cover  of 

the CD. 

13
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Any  Video  Converter,  with  which  I  have 

changed the format of the videos. 

Autocad,  cwith which I made the drawings 

of the basketball courts on the application.

GeoGebra, with which I have calculated the 

quadratic Bezier.

Sacosta.org,  domain where I have hung all 

the work. 

NOTE: To print the printable cd I used the CD-Label Print program included in the Canon 

IP4600 printer. 

2.5 DESIGNING THE APPLICATION AND CREATING PLAYS 

14
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As a practical part of my project, I designed a multimedia application (which 

consists of an interface on a basketball court with players, a ball and a basket). I designed 

with the help of various computer programs, especially the Flash 8.0. I have created 

different types of coach boards (which can be viewed on the website 

http://www.sacosta.org/adria/web - section called "coach boards"): of the entire court, of 

half court, with players faces, drawing lines, not drawing lines, drawing lines only to mark 

the path of the player, ...

Because there are many plays in the basketball world, I had to choose those that 

seemed most important and I have included them in the application (mostly attack and 

very few of defense). 

2.6 WEB 

To display all processes of the application to any person on any computer (provided 

you have an Internet connection), I have used a domain where, from a very intuitive 

(ExeLearning), I created a web page which sets the theoretical content of my work; the 

practical (digitization of a coach board) and other documents (such as information from 

websites or videos) to complement my work. 

The web address is: http://www.sacosta.org/adria/web.

2.7 PRACTICE IN DIFFERENT MEDIA  
 I tested my application on all multimedia surfaces I could access to check if it 

worked properly. So, I could see it on surfaces such as a Tabblet-PC, a next-generation 

mobile phone (operating system "Android"), a digital board and, finally, a Tabblet as that 

was meant for my application.

2.8 PRACTICE IN VILASSAR DE MAR BASKETBALL CLUB 

15
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The most professional that my media application has been to, ie the moment that 

came closest to what I had proposed, was in a game in December 2010 in Vilassar de 

Mar. Vilassar coach made use of my tablet with the application designed by me. On the 

website there are a couple of videos of this game. 
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3. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objective of this research is to carry out the project design and 

implementation of a multimedia application for digital surfaces touch (Tablet PC, Palm, 

iPad, or other). This multimedia application is intended to reproduce and improve the 

benefits of a basketball board, so that the trainer provides a tool for planning moves 

easily, quickly and comprehensively, and players can understand the moves clearly and 

without interference. 

17
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4. CONTENT
4.1 BASKETBALL COACH BOARDS 

My work is based on the basketball coach boards. But what exactly is a basketball 

board? In this document I would try to explain it. 

Basketball coach boards are usually made of plastic or steel, specific dimensions, 

with the basketball court drawn to scale. The delegates and coaches use them for specific 

uses: design plays or explain something to the players, as an exercise, a way of attacking 

or defending, etc. 

There are many types of coach boards, but all share the same goal: to teach 

strategies, show moves, represent tactics... from lines (symbolizing the movement of 

players, passes, shots, the trajectory of the ball,...) and numbers (representing the 

players). 

In the chart below you can see different types of coach boards with which coaches 

work:  

BRAND and NAME IMAGE PRICE DIMENSIONS
Playmaker Wall Unit.

- Morley athletic 

(http://www.morleyathl

etic.com/equipment/co

aching-

boards/m15220-

playmaker-wall-

unit.htm)

79.95 $ 24x36
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Basketball Dry Erase 

Coaching Board.

- Morley athletic 

(http://www.morleyathl

etic.com/equipment/co

aching-

boards/m15126-

basketball-

clipboard.htm)

9.95 $

13.95 $

9.5x15.5

12.5x18.5

Magnetic playmaker.

- Morley athletic

(http://www.morleyathl

etic.com/equipment/co

aching-

boards/m14974-

magnetic-

playmaker.htm)

34.95 $ 10x15

Spalding Coaching 

Board.

- 24 segons 

(http://www.24segons.

es/complementos/spal

ding-coaching-

board.html)

25 € 40x24
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Veleda Pizarra 

Táctica.

- Manel Sanchez

(http://www.manelsan

chez.com/es/commerc

e.product.asp?

codproducto=6128)

12 € 35x20

XO Magnetic 

Coaching Board

- Hoopsking 

(http://www.hoopsking

.com/magnetic-

basketball-coaching-

board.html)

24.99 $ -

Pro Basketball 

Coaching Board

- Hooppsking 

(http://www.hoopsking

.com/basketball-

coaching-boards.html)

34.99 $ 16.5x12.5

Scariolo Coach Board

- Shop FEB Spanish 

Basketball Federation 

20.30 €

As shown in the table, there is much variety of prices and this can be due to several 

reasons: 

- The material with which the board is made. Thus, the board called "magnetic 

playmaker”, as its name suggests, is magnetic. Incorporates a number of magnets 
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(players, ball) that stick to the surface and from there you can move them around. 

- The weight of the board and the ergonomics (which has a great importance as it 

must be held during use.) 

"Pro Basketball Coaching Board" for example, has a hole in the top so you can hold 

it more easily and also includes a compartment to store the pen when not in use. 

- Double court representation, ie if one side of the blackboard is a drawing of the 

entire court and the other side of half court. An example would be the "Spalding Coach 

Board”

Apart from the aspects already mentioned, I would like to emphasize the last board 

of the table: "The Scariolo Board." This board is one that has been used by the highly 

respected coach (Sergio Scariolo, now coach of the Spanish National basketball team) 

during the FIBA World Championship held last summer in Turkey, to give instructions to his 

players. 

The design and "working" on this board is different from all others because it 

resembles the toy boards used by young children, in which the drawings are erased by a 

sticked plastic device that can be run from one side to the other.  

This unusual board was put on sale on the website of the Spanish Basketball 

Federation (FEB), at a price of 20.30 euros, which were intended for Caritas. I must say 

that, despite the success of the board, it could not prevent the defeat of Spain in the 

quarterfinals. 
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4.2 DIFFERENT TYPES OF DIGITAL TABLETS (January 2011)

22
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Asus Eee Slate EP121 ViewSonic Corporation  ViewPad 4 
WVGA

Motorola Xoom Cisco Cius

Samsung Galaxy Tab Toshiba Tablet Folio 100

Toshiba libretto Acer  Tablet

24
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Blackberry Tablet OS Rim Playbook

Ipad. At the time of this work Ipad2 has not been released yet.
4.3  TACTILE DEVICES 

The project is intended to be used in a tablet but has been tested  in different media 

supports.  

25
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On tablet-pc
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On tablet-pc

On  mobile phones

27
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On  touch screens 
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On  tablets

On  tablets

On  IDB (Interactive Digital Boards)
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On  IDB (Interactive Digital Boards)
4.4 NEW TECHNOLOGY AND BASKETBALL

In this section, I will discuss one aspect of the sports field, which is more powerful 

and influential every day: the new technologies applied to sport, especially in basketball.

4.4.1. INSTANT REPLAY: 
A technology widely used on special occasions (final and decisive matches, for 

example) is the Instant Replay. This type of technology used to review certain actions of 

the live video meeting with the game, in this way, the decisions of the referees are more 

secure and informed, as dubious facts can be reviewed almost in real time. 

The Instant Replay began to be used in 2006, and was applied first by Spanish 

basketball in the 'Copa del Rey' (Spain's Cup) in 2007, where, among other cases, was 

very useful to check if the basket by a player was 2 or 3 points (ie, to see whether he was 

stepping on the 6'25 line). That same year it was already used in other big games such as 

ACB League final. 

However, the use of Instant Replay does not guarantee one hundred percent that 

the referees make no mistakes. For example, in the Euroleague 2009-2010, in the match 
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played between Partizan Belgrade and FC Barcelona, there was a really controversial play 

in which a Barça player shot to the basket and the ball was rolling on the basket edge, 

then, a Partizan player "swept" the ball out (what can be legally done). However, this 

action took place out of time and therefore was invalid. Although the Barcelona challenged 

the party, they lost. 

Attached is a series of links on this "famous" party:  

Match 

Game challenge by Barça

Review by   de Joan Creus   (Barca sports director) about it. .

Dusko Vujosevic Review (Partizan coach) after the referees declared victory on his 

team. 

Then, I attach a link with a very interesting story about the Instant Replay: Link

4.4.2. WEB SITES AND PAGES

One aspect that has evolved in recent years in terms of new technologies and sport 

is the web page, where all information relating to sporting events almost instantly is 

posted. 

The vast majority of web pages are accessible to anyone with an Internet connection and 

can be very useful. In the field of basketball, there are plenty of websites: without going 

any further, the 18 teams in the ACB have their own website. 

They come in all formats, design and distribution of information. The website of DKV 

Joventut Badalona, for example, has this style: 
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Apart from the websites of clubs There are professional players who also have their 

own website.

Without leaving the sites, I would like to mention other types of pages and programs 

that often allow interaction: 

4.4.2.1 SOCIAL NETWORKS

According to Wikipedia, social networks are "a social structure created by the 

relationships of all kinds (friendship, kinship, common interests, shared beliefs ...) that 

occur between members of a society. Social networks are virtual platforms that offer the 

chance to interact with people anywhere in the world." 

Http://ca.wikipedia.org/wiki/Xarxa_social) 

But what do social networks have to do with basketball and which ones are they? 

We will see.

34
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4.4.2.1.1 TWITTER 

El Twitter, is "a microblogging service that allows users to send and read text 

messages with a maximum length of 140 characters (known as tweets) using Twitter's own 

website, SMS, or instant messaging or others as:Twidroid, Twitterrific, Tweetie, Facebook,  

Twinkle, Tweetboard o TweetDeck. 

Users can receive updates from the Twitter page, through instant messaging, SMS, 

RSS, and email "

( http://ca.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twitter ). 

Right now, Twitter is one of the easiest ways to know what happens now, is even 

faster than television. 

There are players and clubs in Twitter as is the case of Rudy Fernandez and Asefa 

Student clubs or DKV Joventut Badalona. To give an example of this network, I made two 

screenshots: 
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4.4.2.1.2 FACEBOOK 

This network, perhaps more important than Twitter, allows you to add friends and 

send messages, photos, share links (such as YouTube videos) or videos. It is open to 

everyone who is older than 13 and you only need a valid email address 

(http://ca.wikipedia.org/wiki/Facebook). 

As with Twitter, many players and clubs are in Facebook. In order to "add" a player 

36
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with a Facebook profile you can send him a friend request that needs be accepted by the 

player. As an example,  find attached a screenshot of Facebook for a young player, Josep 

Franch: 

Fan clubs or "companies" have also  Facebook profiles.  For example, Basketball 

RCB (belonging to Radio Ciutat de Badalona) or Fan Club Henk Norel: 

37
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Apart from the profiles there are also pages and news groups that allow you to 

receive what you like or you are interested in (basketball or anything else): 

4.4.2.2 GAMES 

Although it may seem silly, there are plenty of virtual sport games. I must say that 

the number of people playing is considerable and still growing; they usually use 

technologies and programs like Flash. In the field of basketball, a game is king in Spain: 

the Supermanager (belonging to the official website of the ACB). 

This game is to form a "legal" basketball team, ie that does not break the rules of 

nationalities of the CBA (for more information, please see the appendix at the end of 

paragraph "nationality"). They "buy" players in the ACB with virtual money (with a spending 

limit.) Each day, and depending on what players have done in real time (if they play well 

their games, if the team on which they play wins or loses, ...), "virtual" participants get 

more or less points. During the week (if there are no basketball games) up to 3 changes 

can be made. There are many participants and more than 300 000  "virtual" teams. 

equipos "virtuales". 
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There are other games, like Nostradamus (also on the website of the CBA), but it 

has not been as successful as the Supermanager. 

4.4.3. VIDEO 

This section of technology in sport has seen great changes in recent years. In my 

opinion, these changes are an improvement for athletes and fans, because right now you 

can see most games of any sport live online and for free. 

In the field of basketball, for example, this improvement was evident during the World 

Basketball Championship held in Turkey this summer (late August, early September), 

where between 6 and 12 games were played every day, which obviously were not 

broadcasted on Spanish television, especially if the Spanish team did not play. However, 

all games could be seen on the computer through the website of the TV channel "La 

Sexta." 
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Right now, during the ACB, all basketball games are broadcasted on television 

(whether "Teledeporte" or any regional chain) and can be viewed via a web owned by the 

ACB and Orange ACB360. In addition to offering the games live, this website allows you to 

view statistics and / or commenting on the match by a sort of chat (which is done via 

Facebook). Attached are some screenshots: 
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4.4.4. SOFTWARE 

 In addition to new Internet technologies, I also wanted to know if there were 

applications similar to mine, with a similar purpose: to allow the board of the coach to be 

digital, not manual. 

In an interview with coach Carlos Duran (included in this report) on June 26, 2010, 

he told me that there is a program for digital surfaces, the "scouting" - used by most 

teams, it is an application  where you can choose the moments of the game of interest to 

emphasize what the coach wants the players to look at. In the same interview, Carlos told 

me that what he was interested right now: a program with the same utilities that the 

"scouting", but with live images. 
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A company that works with the new technologies applied to basketball is "Digital 

Video Sport" ( http://www.dvs-sport.com/esp/index.php ). This is a firm that is 

professionally dedicated to basketball, football and motorbike races. 

Among the most popular software are: 

1 - Basketball Coach Clipboard 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=If6NAH299h8
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 2- Coachpad per l'Ipad
 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjrGktfFwyQ
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3- Basketball Playmaker 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KFhnv1jKFb4
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4.4.5. OTHER 

This section includes just a curiosity regarding technology in the world of basketball. 

In basketball courts there are usually some publicity billboards next to the benches. In the 

picture below, I have highlighted them in red rectangles:  

Well, l'Hospitalet Junior Tournament in 2009, became a series of tests for these billboards 

show a text or another depending on the broadcast through which the viewer choseto see 

the game. That is, that the audience of a Spanish chain as "Teledeporte" saw Spanish TV 

advertising and, at the same time, a spectator who saw the  game through, for example, a 

German channel, received ads from this German network. 
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4.5 TECHNICAL NOTES ON BASKETBALL
  

               Since the digitization of the board is focused on the sport of basketball, before 

the exposition of my work I think it would be appropriate to mention few aspects of this 

sport that can help to understand the moves that are presented on the board: 

              In the application I developed, players are marked with numbers from 1 to 5. 

What do these numbers mean? Express the position of this player in the team. As you 

can see, there are 5 positions, which are as follows: 3: 

1 – Playmaker: He is responsible for raising the ball up the court where it strikes and 

there, create and spread the game. These players stand for the assistances (passes that 

end up in basket ball) and rarely exceed 2 meters (usually the shortest on the team). 

2 – Shooting guard: Their role is to score from outside, they are usually very good in 

outside shots. Normally, they usually help  thye base to raise the ball. 

3 -  Forward, is usually taller, but not as fast as the shooting guard. The role of the 

forwards is very versatile, helping both the external positions (scoring and passing) and in 

the interior (bouncing). They are about 2 meters tall.  

4 – Power forward, is usually taller and more powerful than the small forward, despite 

being less versatile. Some become great shooters at medium-long distance; they are 

great rebounders with a height of 2 meters up to 2'15 in the pros.  

5 –Center: is (except for some cases) the tallest player on the team. They always play 

around the basket and are great rebounders, with time, the bulk and stiffness of the 

centers has been replaced by a progressive mastery of the ball. 

3 In order to use the correct Catalan word I have looked up the online sports dictionary in Termcat. 
<http://www.termcat.cat/ca/Diccionaris_En_Linia/114, [17/01/2011]>.
I have also looked up Bàsquet (graphic material). Palma: COFUC, Consorci per al Foment de la Llengua 
Catalana (Consortium to foment the use of the Catalan Language), 2010. 
http://www.cofuc.cat/documents/basquet.pdf  [última consulta:  december 2010]
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In the two pictures you can see the difference in height according to the position: 

                               

In this photograph of the year 2008-2009 of DKV Joventut Badalona, you can see 5 

players, one in each position: 

icard Rubio (number 9 - point guard, 1'89 m.) 

Pau Ribas (number 4 - shooting guard 1'96 m.) 

Pere Tomàs (number 19 - small forward, 2'02 m.) 

Luka Bodganovic (number 10 - power forward, 2'03 m.) 

Henk Norel (number 17 - center, 2'12 m.) 

You can see that the height increases according to the position. Luka Bogdanovic is only 

an "exception", as the power forwards tend to be taller. 

This second picture (of the season 2009-2010) also illustrates the difference in height 

depending on the position: number 10, Shammond Williams, is the point guard and the 
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lowest of 5 (1'86 m). At the other extreme, Kosta Perovic is the center and, therefore, the 

tallest of all (2'17 m). 
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4.6 DIGITAL APLICATION 1: MOVES 

To design the moves I learned a little programming from the "Adobe Flash" version 

8.0 and although it has been a complex process, I finally understood it. Now I will explain 

the basis of the moves:

4.6.1 El ADOBE FLASH 

 First, let's see four basic features of "Flash"

 The language used in programming is called Actionscript (in my case, version 2.0-

Actionscrip language,  there are more modern versions, but I only have 2.0-). 

Programming using  Flash- from version 5, before there was no programming, acts on 

what is referred to as "objects", all of which are located on the stage (buttons and movie 

clips, for example).

The Flash uses a timeline, a set of frames where we find what should happen at all 

times:

As you can see in the picture, there is a scale with some little numbers (25, 30, 

35 ....). This is the frame number. The set of frames generates the timeline. I set the stage 

for the "objects" on my board large enough so that it could be seen in most computer 

screens, the final size has been set to 1000 x 700 pixels, as the tablet which I use has this 
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resolution.

The Flash usually works with three elements: buttons, graphics and movie clips.

The buttons are elements that make something happen when you go over them 

(usually just a change of color) and another when you press them. This has also 

influenced my work, as in touch screens there is no possibility of going over them.

The graphics are just images that you want to import to the stage.

Movie clips are elements that allow you to receive programming. Buttons can also 

receive programming, but it is better using  the clips.

Once you have finished making any Flash action, you can save it easily: "File" - 

"Save" the file is saved in  “.FLA” extension. But Flash also lets you save the file in 

different formats. It is the "Post" options and offers these possibilities:
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When you work with Flash, the resulting file extension is. "FLA." However, if you 

want to 'publish' it, this is the term used to say that the ". FLA", is compressed and 

becomes a " SWF "file." SWF " uses much less space than." FLA "and becomes 

incorporated into a web page (HTML).

The Flash also allows an executable file. Here I attach a screenshot of a Flash file 

in various formats and sizes.
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You can see the difference between a file. "FLA" and ". SWF." Also, you can see 

that the ". EXE" files -that can be started on any computer without having to have the 

Adobe Flash Player- take up a lot of space. 

4.6.2 DESIGN OF THE COURT 

Before I begin to to explain how to design a play ,you have to know how the basis is 

made. First, I made a drawing with Autocad (ground technical drawing from eleventh 

grade) of a basketball court. Then I marked it.

In fact, I designed not one but 3 different basketball courts, because the official 

measurements are different depending on the category. I drew it according to official 

measures:

-“Mini” measures (child category).
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–ACB and LEB measures (Spanish first and second division, that have changed this year.)

-NBA mesures
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Once the drawing was made, I came accross a problem: Autocad  does not allow to save . 

"jpg" files (which is widely used ). Then exported it to. "Bmp (bitmap) from Autocad, which 

does allow it. I saved it as. "Bmp" from Autocad. From there I transfered it to. "jpg" 

(standard format that does not take as much space as. "Bmp" and can incorporate Flash 

applications). All this with a program called XnView.

  

Here I attach the capture file made with Autocad of the 3 courts: 
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Having made the court, I had to go to specific dimensions (928 x 600 pixels, a large 

size but at the same time smaller than the stage.) I had to leave space to put buttons.  

4.6.3 THE "CLIPS" OF THE PLAYERS AND THE BALL

The next step is to create clips of the players and the ball: 5 local players 

(numbered 1 to 5) and 5 of visitors (numbered from 1 to 5 as well), and put each player in 

a coat with his name. To desig the images of the numbers, I chose the format. "Png", 

which allows you to have transparent parts and of course, being a circle, I did not want the 

outside to be white, nor a square, because it would be really strange and ugly.

These clips should comply to ceratin orders:

Having a circle inside that would light -flashes- when necessary, to give specific 

information or to get your attention. 

Being able to be dragged.
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Having a number (the number 1 -> J1) in both the player and the circle inside which is lit 

(circle for Player 1 -> c1). I have attached an example where, instead of loading numbers 

there are images of the same size of the buttons; these images correspond to the faces of 

the players on a basketball team.

I also wanted that these clips could be put through a coordinate programming, enabling 
them to work on mathematical aspects. 
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4.6.4 THE PLAYS 

Once the players were “designed” and the track were put on stage, in their 
respective layers, I had the basis. Now I had to make a play.

To make the play, it is necessary to draw all the lines that can be generated and that 

will mark the movement of the players, ball, actions ... I called this layer "lines": 
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-An  ordinary  line  (either  curved  or  straight)  with  an  arrow  at  the  end  means  player 

movement in the direction of the arrow.
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-A dashed line with an arrow at the end  means a player pass to another one pointed by of 

the arrow.
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-A straight orange line with no arrow next to a player means a lock. 

-A cross of different color than the other lines means a shot. 

Once you have all the lines, we will give them a name to include them in the programming 

course (1, l2, l3 ...).
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Finally, you just have to start programming. The following will detail the orders I 

have been using in my application programming. To program is usually done in a layer that 

is called "programming", and that's where you put all the orders. To put a frame to change 

the programming you need to press the F6 button and, once in the frame, press F9. Then 

you will see a panel where you will stock orders.

First you need a sort of checklist of what you have, that is, players and lines. Let's 

suppose we have 3 local players -with their circle-and 5 lines. Then we need to write a list:

If we leave the list like this, nothing happens at all, only what we see on screen. But 

maybe we are not  interested in seeing, for example, a line. Then we have to select what 

we want to lit / what we want to see. To do this, we use the command: _visible = false; / 

_visible = true;

For example, we want that player 1 to be lit and that to see lines 2 and 3. The 

programming is as follows:
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Once you've established that things are visible or not, you only need:

 Knowing the order in which things have to happen.

 Knowing how to move the players.

 As to the order, the procedure is quite simple. My way of organizing facts is as 

follows (knowing that 12 frames are 1 second).

Lighting up the players involved in the play (25 frames).

Show lines they need, while illuminating the players participating in the play (25 

frames).

Player movement and ball to where the arrows point, arrows and enlightenment 

disappear (25 frames).

 The movement is the most difficult and unaccurate process , it will run with the 

creation of a motion tween. Now I explain in more detail:

A player must move from frame 50 to 75 (remember that there are 25 frames) from 

a position X = 50 Y = 50 to another position X = 125 Y = 250 (I have use coordinates for a 

reference, but in fact they are not needed .) For this player to move, we move on the frame 

50 of the player layer, press the right button on the mouse and click on "Create Motion 

Tween." Then, on frame 75 that is when the movement will cease, we press F6 and on the 

next frame, we press the right button on the mouse and click on       "Remove Motion 

Tween. "
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                When we have the space in which it must be moved, we move on to the last 

frame interpolation and move the player to the desired location. Now the player will move. 

4.6.5 OTHER ISSUES

           In closing, I would like to mention a couple of plugins that I added to work: 

 

           I have included in the plays a few clips that I think are one of the most important 

aspects of my work. This is a set of 5 buttons aligned with a different order each. These 

buttons are located on the left side of the screen, making them even more useful because 

if a coach is showing a move to the players with a digital tablet, he must hold it using both 

hands. By having the buttons on the left,  he will not drop the tablet,  he will only need a 

brief finger movement.

•The first button is the "Play" one: 

- Starts the play.

- The play is resumed when in "Pause."

Its programming is as follows:
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•The second one is the "Pause" button: 

- Play is stopped once underway. However, the play stops at that moment and if it 

restarts, it will play from that moment and not from the very beginning.

Its programming is as follows:

•The third one is the "Rewind" button:

- We move 25 frames back at any time the play is running.

Its programming is as follows:

•(However, programming this button changes every 25 frames, as the "gotoAndPlay" frame 

has between brackets the frame it must move to, which is 25 more each time.)

The fourth one is the "Next" button:

- It moves forward 25 frames at any time the play is running.

Its programming is as follows: 
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•The last one is the "Stop" button:

-It stops the play at any time and returns to the beginning.

Its programming is as follows:

–Finally, I want to say something that makes it possible to have all the moves in the same 

"file", ie not having everything separately. It has to do with buttons and programming at the 

same time:

I have incorporated some buttons with numbers that make you go to a certain frame, this 

frame is a program that  loads a ".Swf" file, which is a file a play we have done previously.

The buttons are:

–The first button has the following programming, which makes you go to frame number 2:
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And the programming of the frame is this: loadMovie ("a1.swf", 1);

This programming loads the file "4a.swf"  previously done. It is a play called "pick 'n' roll."  
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4.7 LIST OF PLAYS

Having explained how to make a move, I will summarize the plays that I have 

designed and which are posted on the web application  (http://www.sacosta.org/adria).

1-Pass and cut (offensive play): it is one of the principles of basketball. The point 

guard (in the offensive court) passes the ball to a player on the side and makes a 

cut (moving without the ball to the basket) to see if the player to whom he has 

passed the ball can return it. If this pass is not possible, the player of the opposite 

side that has the ball will replace the space left by the point guard.

2-Lock and continuation (offensive play): Another of the principles of basketball. 

Only 3 players involved: the center blocks the point guard, so he has space and 

advantage, and continues with the blocking going into the area. If the point guard 

has no advantage, it is possible that the center has. If there is no advantage to 

either, there is always a last resort to pass the ball to the third player, who will be in 

the band.

3-Double Lock (offensive play). It is a variant of the second play, but instead of 

having 3 players involved, 5 of them are (that is all of the players). The two inside 

players (center and power forward) made a double block to the point guard. After 

the point guard passes the blocking of one of the two centers, the other inside 
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player (usually the power forward) moves to the three-point line. The point guard 

has 4 options: enter, pass the ball to an inside player who has followed the game, 

pass the ball to an inside player that has opened an space in the three-point line or 

pass the ball to an outer player who is unchecked (which is likely due to the 

defensive changes generated by the disadvantages).

4-UCLA (offensive play): this is a very complex offensive system in which it is 

intended that the ball goes through the hands of 4 players and then gets back to the 

point guard, having created a disadvantage. 

5-Game situation 2'' (offensive play): This is one of the utilities of the board: 

designing plays for match situations. This, for example, is for a situation in which 

they lose by 2 points and there are 2 seconds left, with your team having the ball 

off-side in an offensive court. The play ends with a shot of the shooting guard or the 

point guard from 3-point line (to win the game) or with a shot from an inside player 2 

points (to tie).

6-Individual defence (defensive play): This is the basic principle of defence in 

basketball. You should mark where to place the defender when you make an 

individual defence, at the time in which the ball is in the five offensive positions, that 

is to say when it goes through the hands of all the attacking players. 

7-Zone 2-3 (defensive play) is the same concept as the play number 6 but instead 

of an individual defence, it uses a zone defence.
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4.8. DIGITAL APPLICATION 2: THE BOARD 

The practical part of this work is the implementation of a multimedia application for 

digital tactile surfaces: 

-A series of moves and strategy designed to respond to various circumstances that can 

occur in a game or a basketball training.

-A digital coach board , in which the trainer can design his moves and tactics by dragging it 

to the players or drawing lines.

                

Example of a board that represents half of the basketball court 
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                   Example of a board that represents the entire court

Now I will explain how I created this application and will detail the steps I followed:

To build the application that runs the digital board and creates the plays I have used 

the Adobe Flash. Learning how to use Flash programming took a long time as I had to 

learn all the language and know how to use it when needed.

First, I used AutoCAD to make drawings of the basketball courts (as already 

explained, with pictures, in the previous paragraph: "How to make a play.") And I decided 

to make two types of board: the entire court and half court. In fact, many of the "manual" 

boards  used by basketball coaches have the two options and I did not want to be left 

behind.

With the court already drawn and placed, I had to take a series of important 

decisions: the X and Y in which players would be located. Once decided, I had to enter 

them into the Flash programming. In the half court were:
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Following the programming and as I explained, all players are individualized, they 

"have a name": local players are identified with the letter "j" and the number that they have 

on the board inside the circle; the  oponents are identified with a "c" and the number on the 

board.

In the programming commands you can see how there are players who are inactive, 

as in a basketball game only 5 play, so I decided to call out others, ie those who had the 

number 6 upwards. X and Y coordinates are displayed next to the notation of the player 

(for example, and as you can see in the picture above, which represents half of the court, 

player 1 on the local team (J1) will be in the position X = 489'3, Y = 492.4). 

In the whole court, the coordinates are: 
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Once located the players had to decide how to mark his movement, I opted for a 

more or less straightforward way to run smoothly. It is that when you drag a player (either 

with your finger on a digital board, or with the mouse in a computer) a line appears 

following the trajectory of the player. Now, if all players that move will generate a line of the 

same color, the result would be very confusing, so I established that: 

-The movement of local players would be marked with a red line. 

-The path of the visiting players generate a black line. 

-The movement of the ball would be marked with a magenta line . 

An example of the result is the following: 
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One must add, on the court, you can draw anything, be it a tactic or a note, simply 

press the finger-board, or press the left mouse button. By default, it creates a black line, 

but it can be changed, as discussed later.  
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The programming notation used for a player movement and the ball, rather 

complex, is:  

-The attacking player: 

- The defending player:

- The ball: 
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Once  located  the  players  and  programming  the  notation  of  the  movements  of 

players and ball, I decided to put on the left side some buttons that, in my opinion are very 

useful:  

The  first  button,  the  black  color  circle,  serves  to  draw the  line  on  the  court,  without 

dragging any player. Black is the default color.

 

- The second, the light blue circle is to draw the line on the court, without dragging 

any player. 

- The third, the green circle, is used for the drawing of that line in that color.

- El cuarto, el del círculo de color azul oscuro, genera una línea azul oscuro. 

- The fourth, the dark blue circle, draws a line in that color. 

- The fifth, who has two back arrows, is used to erase all lines that have been 

generated in the court (whether of the ball, the players or drawn), it also makes 

the players return to their initial positions . 

- The last of the buttons, which has a back arrow, is used to clear all court lines (whether of 

the ball, or players that we could draw) but, unlike the previous button, players do not 

move from the position they were before pressing the button. 

The programming is: 

- The first button: 

- The second button: 

- The third button: 
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- The fourth button: 

- The fifth button: 

- The sixth button:

These  buttons  are  both  on  the  board  of  the  half  court  and  in  the  entire  court.   

But for all the programming I've been mentioning throughout this document to work 

correctly, I received the help from Francesc Galvany, an expert and former student from 

my high-school. He taught me a new and essential programming for a new layer, shown in 

the picture below: 
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This programming is what makes each player have line with corresponding color 

and the buttons associated with your order. 

Finally, I include a couple of screenshots of the blackboard in operation: 
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4.9 THE MATHEMATICS OF MY WORK: BEZIER QURATIC FUNCTIONS 

According to Wikipedia, "the Bezier curve in mathematics is a parametric curve 

important in computer graphics and related fields such as Adobe Photoshop. 

Generalizations of Bézier curves to higher dimensions are called Bézier surfaces, of which 

the Bezier triangle is a special case. " 

Bezier quadratic functions are "those that give the function B (t), given the points  P0, P1, 

and P2,

This curve is also a parabolic segment.4. The digitization of the board of basketball with the 

" Flash " entails, as already explained, the graphic display from players or ball movements, 

which often describe  curved paths as follows: 

Well, from a mathematical point of view, the curved line that goes from player 1 to player 3 

4 http://ca.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corba_de_B%C3%A9zierç
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is a quadratic Bezier function. This section of my research, tries to explain the nature of 

these curved lines  through Geogebra screenshots (mathematical software). 

-  Given two points A and B fixed, we place a random point P  aligned to A and B.

The position of P relative to points A and B is represented graphically on the black 

line at the top right of the image given the value t = 12:58, this value can be changed by 

clicking and dragging the point to put P where desired, as can be seen in the pictures 

below: 

The formula which expresses the movement of point P depending on the points A and B is: 
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Having seen what happens with 2 fixed points, let's try with 3,  we add a point C, not 

aligned with the other two. We can say that the point P will move according to a quadratic 

Bezier curve defined by A, B and C.  

In order to see it clearer, I have collected the points A and C to point B with straight black 

lines, and have joined the point P to points A and C with a red curved line. 
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The formula which expresses the movement of point P depending on the points A, B and C 

is:  

We might think that the curves generated by the "Adobe Flash" respond to this formula, 

but really, they are not so simple because the curve illustrating the first image (the curved 

line that goes from player 1 to player 3) is too large for these parameters. So you have to 

think about the influence of another point (D). 

Therefore, I repeated the same procedure as in the case that 2 and 3 were considered 

fixed points, but this time with 4 points. 

And, just as I have done with the function of 3 points, I have joined the points A and B, B 

and C, and C and D with black lines; I have also joined the point P and points A and D with 

a red line curve: 
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The function of the curve is: 
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5. ANNEXES 
5.1 INTERVIEW WITH CARLOS DURAN (June 22, 2010)  

On June 22, 2010, I interviewed Carlos Duran. I wanted him to help me guide my 

work, as I needed to clarify some aspects (for example, the viability of the digital coach 

board ). Carles Duran lives in Vilassar de Mar and studied at the IES Vilatzara like me. He 

is a professional basketball coach, he has been the deputy first team coach of DKV 

Joventut Badalona, and right now he is the coach of a team connected DKV: Prat Joventut 

Basketball Club, which plays in the FEB PLATA A (second division of Spanish basket). He 

has been connected to the world of professional basketball for 10 years and, in addition to 

coaching, he is a scouting (follow-up of young pledges from other countries). 

      
Carles Duran with his team. 2010-2011 season 

Carles Duran is a young coach who normally uses new technologies in his 

profession but at the same time, he has an  extensive experience in the world of basketball 

both as an amateur and a professional player. This, coupled with his kindness,  made of 

him a suitable person to direct my project to digitize a board for   a basketball coach.  
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Do you know of any person or team that has tried to apply this technology, ie, a 
digital whiteboard in the world of basketball? 

Yes, a Barcelona company, called Digital Video Sport, has a program called "scouting", 

which allows the video of the games and  make "transparencies" to see what is most 

interesting. This program is already being used by teams like FC Barcelona or 

Estudiantes. 

Aside from this company in Barcelona, another in the Canary Islands that specializes in 

hockey and is now starting to work with the professional basketball team. 

Do you use technologies like the iphone or android?
 

We use the iphone with program scouting, because it allows a collection of fragments that 

interest us, make a video and, from there, send it to the iPhone of the player who has to 

see it. 

The android, as it is more simple, is not used by us. 

Do you think, in the not too distant future, will the basketball digital board be 
useful? 

If all goes well, it could be a very good tool. However, the ideal would be to have the live 

image on the digital surface at the same time during the game.

 

What kind of equipment would you use this whiteboard with tabblets or palms 
(connected to a projector, of course)?
 

I find it interesting that it can be applied to all types of technologies. The scouting 

program, for example, is. I do my video with scouting in my computer and this video you 

can be seen by anyone anywhere when I send the file. As for the palm, they are too small 
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to teach some tactics to the team. 

If the digital board were not tactile, if it were only a screen, may it also prove useful? 

If we are talking about a timeout, for example, it would not be helpful at all because what 

matters is to draw the plays on the board. Instead, having a computer in the meeting room 

would not be a bad idea. 

Do you see any disadvantages? 
No. 

How many plays can you plan in a year? 

Keep in mind that we play against 25 teams or so each year, ie, for each team, we have 

about 20 or 30 plays that focus primarily on the tactical side. 

Generally, we distinguish two phases: 

- Before the game, look at the last 4 games against the team we played and we draw 

"conclusions "and strategies: 

1 - Attack Systems 

2 - Aspects of his game that will allow us to score points 

3 - How they defend 

4 - Individual (videos of each player) 

- After the game: the same idea as before the game but with our team (looking at 

only the last match) 
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5.2 INTERVIEW WITH ALEJANDRO GARCIA RENESSES (January 2, 2011)

        

Alejandro Garcia Reneses, known as "Aito" Garcia Reneses is a Spanish basketball 

coach. Born in Madrid on December 20, 1946, he is the most prestigious technical 

Spanish basketball with, among others, nine league titles in ACB. He has all the titles 

that can be achieved in European basketball except the European Cup, though, with FC 

Barcelona, he played  three times in the final. He has spent his entire coaching career in 

Catalonia, has led the FC Barcelona for 15 seasons (thirteen as a coach and two as 

manager) and the three teams in Badalona: the Catholic Circle, the Cotonificio and, 

especially, Joventut Badalona, which he has coached in two stages: between 1983 and 

1985 and from July 2003 until 2008. "5. 

He has been coaching youth and junior Spanish National Teams and European coach in 

some friendly matches. 

Sunday January 2, 2011, taking advantage of the basketball game between DKV 

Joventut Badalona Unicaja Malaga I wanted to show him my work and hear the views of 

one of the leading trainers in the history of Spanish basketball, Alejandro García Reneses 

(colloquially, Aito), who currently trains Unicaja. 

5 Extracted from:   http://ca.wikipedia.org/wiki/A%C3%ADto_Garc%C3%ADa_Reneses
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I wanted to talk to Aito Garcia Reneses because, besides I admire him, he is a 

coach with great experience and at the same time, very interested in new technologies, 

especially if they are applicable to the world of basketball. I contacted him via email and, 

therefore, before the interview, he knew aboout my digital board project. I add that 

although I'm not in any way a professional, Aito Garcia Reneses always answered my 

emails with interest in my work and in a very friendly way. 

In the Olympic Hall of DKV-Joventut, where the interview took place, I could show 

him the way my digital board, and he has explored the plays that I had prepared and 

planned. In my opinion, he thought very well of my work and encouraged me to pursue this 

line and add some more moves. After "working" with my digital implementation, Aito 

showed me the program that he uses the strategy to design plays: it is called Coach Pad 

and can only be used in an iPad. The truth is that the program did not run very well, the 

computer sometimes plays tricks, but he has given me some explanations and I could see 

some pictures. 

Then, Aito Garcia Reneses compared the Coach Pad and the basketball digital 

board that I am developing. He has found a certain similarity between the two programs, 

and I have noted two aspects: first, Aito thinks that the movement of the ball should be 

marked more clearly, this does not happen in any of the two applications,6, on the other 

hand, told me that, in its program, players are not numbered, and that it was very 

interesting that in my application I had thought of an individual serial number and the play 

would be much clearer this way.  

After the meeting, Aito has encouraged me to continue working on the integration of 

basketball and new technologies, which, in fact, are my passions. And, wise as it is, I have 

set you an example of a former coach of the DKV-Joventut and Mataró (did not want to 

say the name) that he once exclaimed, "I do not understand why Paul Westhead [Los 

Angeles Lakers coach in the 80] is in Los Angeles and on the other hand, I, I have the 

same philosophy of training him, and I am only in Mataró. " I already know that the digigtal 

6 After talking with Aito and note that I had to improve the notation of movement of the ball 
on the digital board, I modified the pass line, introducing color. Thus, as predicted by Aito, 
the strategy play can be captured more easily.  
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board that I'm developing can not be compared even remotely with the technology used by 

USA Basketball, but his quote, I think Aito Garcia Reneses wanted to show me that I'm not 

so far off. 
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5.3. TEAM PLAYER NATIONALITIES IN  ACB  (31-10-2010)
Data from:  http://www.acb.com 

In addition to promoting new technologies in the field of basketball, the digitization 

of the board of basketball, as it priorizes the visual over the oral or written, may also 

contribute to better accommodate the team and the understanding of the orders of the 

coaches due to the large numbers of foreign players of professional teams from different 

leagues. They do not often know the language of theit teams. 

To confirm the data of the foreign origin of many professional basketball players, I 

wanted to do a study not too complex of CBA players, asking myself:

Where the players come from and what passport they have (It is very important to 

know that in the ACB teams, as they must have a minimum of 4 Spanish players and a 

maximum of two non-EU).  

Language / languages spoken by the players.  

If they are Spanish, what region they come from.  

The answers to these questions can be seen in this graphic.  

Asefa Estudiantes: Assignia Manresa:
5 Spain 

2 Italy  (1  Uruguay and 

Argentina7) 

1 Georgia (United States) 

1 Czech Republic 

1 Britain 

2 United States 

8 Spain 

1 Sweden 

1 Serbia 

1 Bulgaria (United States) 

1 Ukraine 

1 Slovenia 

1 United States. 
Baloncesto Fuenlabrada: Bizkaia Bilbao Basket:
6 Spain 

1 Croatia  

1 Latvia 

1 Czech Republic  

1 Mexico 

1 Uruguay 

5 Spain 

2 Greece 

1 Czech Republic 

1 Croatia 

1 Belgium 

1 Latvia 

7 In some cases, players have a dual citizenship and two passports.
I noted this in parentheses.  
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2 United States 
Blancos de Rueda Valladolid: CAI Zaragoza:

Spain 7 (1 USA, 1 Argentina, 1 

Dominican Republic ) 

1 Argentina 

1 Italy 

2 United States 

7 Spain (1 Brazil) 

1 Belgium  

1 Great Britain (United States) 

1 Italy (Argentina) 

1 Germany (United States) 

1 Australia 

1 United States 
Caja Laboral: Cajasol:

4 Spain 

2 Serbia 

1 Italy (Brazil) 

1 Poland (United States) 

1 Bosnia-Herzegovina 

1 Slovakia 

1 Croatia 

5 Spain 

2 Bulgaria (1 U.S.) 

1 Czech Republic 

1 Lithuania 

1 France (United States) 

2 United States 

C.B Granada: DKV Joventut:
6 Spanish (1 Brazil, 1 

Senegal) 

1 Iceland 

1 Russia 

1 Italy (Argentina) 

1 Great Britain (Australia) 

2 United States 

6 Spain (1 Russian) 

1 Georgia (United States) 

1 Netherlands  

1 Czech Republic  

1 Canada 

3 United States (*) 

Gran Canaria 2014: Lagun Aro GBC:
5 Spain (1Senegal) 

1 Georgia (United States) 

1 Azerbaijan (United States) 

1 Greece  (United States) 

1 Ireland (United States) 

2 United States 

6 Spain 

1 France (Ivory Coast) 

1 Slovenia 

1 Georgia 

2 United States 

Menorca Bàsquet: Meridiano Alicante:
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7 Spain (1 Brazil) 

1 Italy  (Argentina) 

1 Israel  

1 Serbia  

2 United States 

5 Spain 

1 France  

1 Turkey  

1 Germany  (Croatia) 

1 Lithuania  

1 Italy  (Argentina) 

1 Senegal 

1 United States 
Power Electronics València: Real Madrid:
6 Spain 

2 France 

1 Macedonia (United States) 

1 Ukraine 

1 Serbia 

1 Lithuania 

1 United States 

9 Spain (1 U.S., 1 Croatia) 

1 Croatia 

1 Serbia 

2 United States 

Regal F.C. Barcelona: Unicaja:
7 Spain 

2 Slovenia 

1 Germany (Senegal) 

1 Italy 

1 Serbia 

2 United States 

8 Spain (1 Brazil 1 Argentina) 

2 Great Britain 

1 Greece 

1 Serbia 

1 Brazil 

1 United States 
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Graphics:
1. Birthplace of the players in the ACB. 

Seeing the overwhelming dominance of the Spanish players and the United States, I 

chose to make an additional graph, for players who do not come from these countries: 
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2. Nationalities of the players in the ACB: 

And now, as I did with the graphic of the place of birth, I made another chart, excluding 

Spain and the United States:
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3.Spanish players original region in ACB:

While searching for the birthplace of the Spanish players, I noticed there were many of the 

Balearic Islands compared to the population of these islands. Thus, and based on the data 

from the INE (National Statistics Institute) which are dated in January 1, 2009, I prepared a 

table that lists the number of basketball players in the ACB of each region with total 

population of their community. As you can see, at this point, the Balearic Islands, 

Catalonia, Cantabria and the Basque Country are, by far, the communities with the most 

basketball players in the ACB according with its population. This could be explaines by  the 

fondness for this sport ,promotion and attention to the club's youth. 
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5.4. BEYOND  LANGUAGES

Apart of complications arising from the various languages spoken by members of a 

basketball team, there is another factor that may influence the lack of communication 

between players and coach in match situations: the decibels. 

To start I will explain what are the decibels and how they are measured: 

According to the Oxford Dictionary  a decibel is the "unit of sound intensity on a 

logarithmic scale, equivalent to a tenth of a bel." On the other hand, we define the 'bel' as 

"unit used in comparison of power levels in electrical communication or intesnsities of 

sound, corresponding to an intensity ratio of 1 to 10." We can say that, as the unit of 

measure, 'bel' is not used because it is too large. 

In acoustics, then, the decibel is used to measure the levels of sound in relation to a 

reference level which is usually set at the threshold of human auditory perception. The 

device used to measure sound pressure level meter is called sonometer.

To illustrate the different sound pressure levels expressed in decibels, I add a chart 

of the level of intensity of sound: 

SOUND Decibels
Hearing threshold 0
Quiet breathing 10 
Library 20 
Conversation 40 
Big group of people 50/60 
Vacuum 70 
Train 80 
Traffic 90 
Electric drill 100 
Concert 110 
Aircraft engine ignition 120 
Plane taking off 130 
Pain threshold  140 
Krakatoa volcano explosion (approx) 180 
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Now, how many decibels might "be" in a basketball match? I must say that apart 

from the sounds-game-derived noise, it can come from either voice or shouts of the crowd 

or horns or alike (but not bubucelas, banned after the negative impact they had in the 

football world 2010):   http://www.acb.com/redaccion.php?  id=69118   ). 

The animation of the public basketball courts, and the decibels generated, is very 

different when compared to football or other sports. First, the basketball competition is 

played indoors, of course, noise is not dispersed as in open spaces, such as football 

stadiums, but that reverberates and it is intensified. Also, in basketball, the fans, other than 

encouraging their own team, usually whistle to the rival, so they lose concentartion. Also 

worth mentioning is the presence of the speaker, who shouts and encourages the public. 

There is also a lot of noise when the referee actions are not correct or, at least when the 

public thinks they are not correct. 

In the field of men's basketball, we can see the records measured by the sonometer 

during the finals of the ABC from 2001 to 2008 (although information from the 2004-2008 

seasons are not very detailed). Sonometer data in different finals are following: 

2001/2002 season (Unicaja Malaga-TAU Ceramica): 

Peak in Málaga: 113.7 dB, first match. 

Peak in Vitoria: 111.3 dB, third match. 

Peak in an attack by rival: 110.8 dB, third match (Vitoria). 

Minimum record: 82.2 dB, first match (Málaga). 

Maximum record for a song from the audience: 109.2 dB, third  match (Vitoria) 

Season 2002/2003 (FC Barcelona - Pamesa Valencia): 

Peak in Barcelona: 115.4 dB, first match. 

Maximum record in Valencia: 113.0 dB,  third match 

Peak in an attack by rival: 107.0 dB, first match (Barcelona). 

Minimum record: 85.3 dB, second match (Barcelona). 

Maximum record for a song from the audience: 109.2 dB, third  match (Vitoria) 

2003/2004 season (Barcelona-Madrid) 
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Peak in Madrid: 112.1 dB, the fourth match. 

Peak in Barcelona: 112.0 dB, second match .. 

Peak in an attack by rival: 107.2 dB, fourth (Madrid). 

Maximum record for a song from the audience: 105.8 dB, fourth (Madrid). 

2004/2005 season (TAU Cerámica - Real Madrid): 

Maximum values in 5 matches: 

First match: 101.1 dB. 

Second match: 102.3 dB. 

Third match: 100.7 dB. 

Fourth match: 103.4 dB. 

Fifth match: 113.6 dB. 

Season 2005/2006 

Maximum record: 117.3 dB (Málaga) 

2006/2007 season 

Maximum record: 115.2 dB (Barcelona) 

2007/2008 Season 

(Barcelona - Tau Ceramica): 

First match: 112.3 dB. 

Second match: 111.6 dB. 

Third match: 101.5 dB. 

As you can see, the peak decibels during the basketball matchs is close to that of a 

drill, a concert or a jet engine on. These comparisons illustrate perhaps better than 

anything the “sonic” communication difficulties  between coaches and basketball players 

while in dead times. In this sense, the digital board would priorize the visual channel above 

the ear. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS  

First, I must say I am pleased to have been able to implement something I thought 

might be useful. And, after having spent many hours playing, coaching and watching 

basketball games, I had concluded that boards used by coaches need to be modernized 

and improved. Now my project to digitize a board of basketball has become a reality. 

Moreover, before creating my application for a digital board I had "explored" the 

market for existing products, I did not start from scratch and I was able to incorporate 

details that, according to several coaches and in my experience, can be very useful 

especially those having to do with the graphic translation of the trajectories of the players 

and the ball. Now, I am confident that with continued practice, you may identify many 

areas for improvement in the digital board that I have designed. It is a still open project, 

and not only to better it, but also incorporating new strategy plays the coach think 

appropriate.  

Also, I think it is time that, in the basketball world, they begin to use technologies 

that facilitate communication between players and coaches. It makes no sense in 

downtimes, the coach has to shout to his players, they can not even listen to him. Nor 

does it make much sense to draw plays on a chalkboard at times of extreme stress, 

because they are only often comprehensible to him. If the visual communication channel is 

stressed, if the coach can have planned and stored key and strategic plays, everything 

would be easier.  

But aside from game situations, and given my involvement in youth sport, I want this 

digital board to be useful especially for girls and boys who want to learn and play 

basketball and their coaches and trainers. And especially to those boys and girls who, 

being deaf or hard of hearing, need to communicate more visually. It will also help players 

with low vision, as technology allows larger images and change colors. 

Obviously, I make this digital board application available to all. The greatest 

satisfaction for me will be it to be useful to as many people as possible. 
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ACB, from where I got pictures and where I have extracted the information on the 

nationality of the players.  

http://www.acb.com/

Official Web of the DKV-Joventut, Supermanager, Facebook, Twitter and ACB 360, 

sites where I made screenshots displayed in the section on "new technologies. " 

http://www.penya.com/
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SPECIFIC LINKS: 

Scariolo Coach Board :
http://www.sergioscariolo.com/index.php/es/videos/viewvideo/25/fundacion-

cesare-scariolo/pizarra-sergio-scariolo.html 

http://tienda.feb.es/index.php?id=196 

Different types of coach boards: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FC7oaTsegn8 

http://www.hoopsking.com/coaching-aids-coaching-boards.html 

http://www.morleyathletic.com/equipment/coaching-boards/coaching-

boards.htm 
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http://store.nba.com/search/index.jsp?

kwCatId=&kw=boards&origkw=boards&f=Taxonomy/NBA/2836124&sr=1 

http://www.manelsanchez.com/es/commerce.products.asp?codfamilia=260 

Touchscreens: 
http://www.dealextreme.com/products.dx/category.317~search.android 
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IPhone-like applications:
http://ax.itunes.apple.com/es/app/pizarra-de-basket-hd/id365725780?mt=8 

http://itunes.apple.com/es/app/playbookbball/id364757465?mt=8 

Virtual coach boards videos and others: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6dp0Zv_0gSo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zM5yo4TlUSE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g0x3AgHrUGc

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJtALzSdRA0&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_QLXGg_0NWM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9M4Wh8hBas&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNPnhnrhifo&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWVyc5LeQgc&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HxkqZ2Hta4M&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3tZ728d1ByI&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KenkM1-wdg&feature=related

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBEwongTYJI&feature=related

Others: 
http://innovacion.readwriteweb.es/skin-convierte-cualquier-superficie-

pantalla-tactil/ 

Sound: 
http://www.acb.com/redaccion.php?id=69118 

http://www.acb.com/redaccion.php?id=57256 

http://www.acb.com/redaccion.php?id=57354 

http://www.acb.com/redaccion.php?id=56395 

http://www.acb.com/redaccion.php?id=40580 

http://www.acb.com/redaccion.php?id=40649 

http://www.acb.com/redaccion.php?id=25116 
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